Non-Inferiority Study on the Precise Implementation of Multidisciplinary Continuous Nursing Intervention in Patients with Breast Cancer Experiencing Negative Emotions
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Objective: To explore the precise implementation methods of multidisciplinary continuous nursing intervention in patients with breast cancer experiencing negative emotions.

Methods: About 30–40% of breast cancer patients have negative emotions, and negative emotions can increase the risk of breast cancer death. Team psychological intervention is helpful to improve negative emotions. How to effectively and accurately implement the multidisciplinary continuous nursing model needs further research. We designed a retrospective analysis of 750 patients with breast cancer in our hospital was made. Their baseline characteristics and follow-up data, pre-treatment self-rating anxiety scale (SAS) scores, and scores in the follow-up period after the treatment (SAS_A) were included in the analysis to verify the correlation between an SAS_A score and a prognosis. Risk prediction models were established for the SAS_A score, and they were screened and verified. A non-inferiority study was conducted through the models to explore the feasibility of the precise multidisciplinary continuous nursing intervention in patients with breast cancer experiencing negative emotions.

Results: The prognosis could be distinguished with the SAS_A scores; AUC = 0.8306, a p-value of <0.0001, and cut-off = 53.5. Based on the Kaplan–Meier (K-M) analysis, the rate of no disease progression of the group with relatively high SAS_A scores was significantly lower than that with relatively low SAS_A scores and a p-value of <0.0001. A regression analysis was conducted to screen variables including income, operation, family, religion, and SAS scores. The fit.select.v1.lrm model was established, and its concordance index (C-index) was 0.676 (0.622, 0.729). Based on the model calibration curve, Prob = 0.4 was selected. In accordance with the non-inferiority design, the minimum 95% confidence interval (CI) of the mean value difference of the two groups should be greater than the cut-off value. If λ = 20%, the cut-off value was 1.316, and 95% CI was (1.198, 1.4336); the possibility of non-inferiority was refused, but their mean value difference was very close.

Conclusion: It is feasible to precisely implement the multidisciplinary continuous nursing intervention in patients with breast cancer experiencing negative emotions based on the prediction model, but further study is required.
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Introduction

Breast cancer is the most common malignancy among women. It has surpassed lung cancer as the most commonly diagnosed female malignancy in China.\(^1\) Breast cancer accounts for one fourth of female malignancies, and 15% of related deaths.\(^2\)

Patients with cancer consistently experience different degrees of negative emotions during their diagnosis and treatment,\(^3\) especially patients with breast cancer,\(^4,5\) of whom 30–40% show negative emotions\(^6\) including anxiety or...
The negative emotions can impact their prognosis, and about 60% of patients with metastatic breast cancer are complicated by anxiety and depression. Due to the complication of negative emotions, the mortality risk of patients with breast cancer is increased by 19%. Group psychological intervention is conducive to the psychological adjustment of patients with breast cancer. Conventional nursing models usually provide conventional psychological interventions for patients with breast cancer which have given initial results, but the overall effect is not ideal. Multidisciplinary continuous model can improve the negative mood and quality of life of cancer patients, there are successful examples in a variety of tumors. The importance of the multidisciplinary continuous model has been gradually highlighted because it can improve negative emotions and sleep disorders, therefore improving prognosis. However, the combination of multiple disciplines is required in the multidisciplinary continuous nursing model, which is quite difficult; it consumes a large amount of manpower and material resources. How to effectively and precisely implement the multidisciplinary continuous nursing model requires further in-depth study.

Materials and Methods

Subjects
A total of 750 patients newly diagnosed with breast cancer that were admitted and received surgical treatment in our hospital from January 1, 2015 to December 1, 2018 were enrolled in this study. Inclusion criteria were as follows: surgical patients pathologically diagnosed with breast cancer; No other treatment before the surgery; Age > 18 years old; Karnofsky performance status score > 70; Sound comprehensive and cognitive ability; Informed consent to this study; Complete medical records and follow-up data. Exclusion criteria were as follows: Complicated by other part or visceral metastasis, or expected survival time less than 6 months; Complicated by other tumors, or once suffering from other tumors; Complicated by relatively severe heart, liver, and kidney diseases; Lactating and pregnant women. All treatments are developed and performed by the same team, and postoperative adjuvant treatments are formulated according to standard guidelines.

Outcome Measures
The patients' baseline characteristics and follow-up data were extracted from the medical record data system of our hospital. The following information was collected for each patient: name (ID); age (years old); income; operation; tumor, node, metastasis (TNM) stage; marital status; family support; education; religion; self-rating anxiety scale (SAS) score; SAS score in the follow-up period within 2 weeks of the completion of the planned adjuvant postoperative treatment (such as chemotherapy or radiotherapy, excluding endocrine therapy) (SAS_A); prognosis indicators; and follow-up time. Among them, the income was classified as high income (> 4000 yuan/month, RMB) and low income (< 4000 yuan/month, RMB); the operation was classified as a modified radical mastectomy and breast-conserving surgery; TNM stage was based on 2014 NCCN guidelines; marital status was classified as married or unmarried (including divorced and widowed); Treatment regimens were developed according to the guidelines and included chemotherapy and radiotherapy, with all patients receiving chemotherapy and about 16% (120/750) receiving radiotherapy. Family support was classified as good or average (reported by the patients); religion was classified as yes or no; and the SAS was applied. The SAS score on admission and the SAS_A score in the follow-up period after their treatment within 2 weeks were measured, respectively. The prognosis indicators were disease progression events, including visceral metastasis, local recurrence, and regional lymph node metastasis. The patients were followed up through contact by phone and by consulting their inpatient records and outpatient records, with a median follow-up of 24 months (12–36 months).

Statistical Methods
The R 3.6.3 software was adopted for statistical analysis, and the Pearson test and Fisher’s exact test were applied for the correlation analysis between the clinical characteristics and the prognosis. The Kaplan-Meier (K-M) survival curve and the receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curve were drawn using GraphPad 8.0. The generalized linear regression model was utilized to analyze the influence factors of prognosis, and a p-value of <0.05 indicated that the difference was statistically significant. A nomogram was drawn based on the analysis results with the regression model, while the model
was interpreted with concordance index (C-index) and calibration curve, then further judged with clinical decision curve and clinical impact curve, and synchronized and visualized with the R software. The \( t \)-test was conducted between independent samples, and its results were expressed as mean value ± standard deviation. A p-value of <0.05 indicated that the difference was statistically significant.

**Results**

**SAS_A Score and Disease Progression Events During the Follow-Up Period**

As shown in relevant studies, the prognosis of patients with breast cancer complicated by negative emotions was relatively poor, and among these patients suffering from relapse and metastasis, more than half were complicated by negative emotions. As shown in this study, the SAS_A score and the disease progression events were correlated (Figure 1). The difference of the SAS_A score between patients with disease progression events during the follow-up period and those without disease progression events was statistically significant (p < 0.05). The ROC curve reflected that the disease progression events could be effectively distinguished with the SAS_A score, which was consistent with the conclusions drawn from previous studies.\(^9\) In this study, area under the ROC curve (AUC) = 0.8306, Std.Error = 0.02353, 95% confidence interval (CI) = 0.7845 to 0.8767, a p-value of <0.0001, cut-off = 53.5, sensitivity = 66.67% (57.20% to 74.95%), and specificity = 86.51% (83.66% to 88.93%). As distinguished by the SAS_A cut-off value based on the KM analysis, it was found that there was a difference between the group with relatively high SAS_A scores and that with relatively low SAS_A scores, a p-value of <0.0001, the median of no events: SAS_Low: Un; SAS_High: 22 months; HR (high–low): 4.085 (2.582–6.462).

**Establishment of an SAS_A Score Grouping Predication Model**

The SAS_A score was the SAS score measured in the follow-up period after treatment and was correlated with the disease progression. Previous studies showed that the multidisciplinary continuous nursing model would improve the patients’ negative emotions and lower the SAS_A score. With the reduction of the SAS_A score after the intervention, the patients’ disease progression events were further improved.

**Baseline Data and Univariate Analysis**

The correlation of observation indicators included with the SAS_A score was studied. As shown in the univariate analysis, the initial indicators such as SAS score, income, operation, marital status, and family were significantly correlated with the SAS_A score (p < 0.05); their OR value was an SAS score of 1.0643, income (low: high) 1.5631, operation (MRM: LUM) 0.3935, marital status (unmarried: married) 0.5033, family (average: good) 0.5963, respectively,
which indicated that a high initial SAS score, low income, modified radical mastoidectomy, unmarried status, and average family support were risk factors that affect an SAS_A score (Table 1).

### Multivariate Analysis

The observation indicators were included to conduct the multivariate analysis of full independent variables and analyze the correlations between independent variables and the SAS_A grouping (Table 2). It was found in the multiple factor regression analysis that the observation indicators, such as initial SAS score, income, operation, family, and religion, were correlated with the outcome.

### Variable Selection

It was found in the test of every independent variable VIF that the indicators, including age, income, education, and religion, were larger than five, and there was a possibility of collinearity. LASSO analysis could decrease the high-dimensional data by regularization and select relevant factors, which were the best prediction characteristics. The characteristics with non-zero coefficients were screened with the LASSO regression model (Figure 2). When lambda = 0.000432, the model fitting degree was the best option; it was found through regularization scheme that when lambda.1se = 0.06187291 (red dotted line), the scope of variables included was similar to Figure 2A, and when lambda.min = 0.001672241 (blue dotted line), it indicated that the SAS was the most significant indicator in the model.
With the combination of multiple factor regression analysis results, three models were respectively established for the three scenarios of LASSO regression. All indicators, including age, income, operation, marital status, family, education, religion, SAS score, etc., were included in the fit.all.lrm model. Income, operation, family, religion, and SAS score were included in the fit.select.v1.lrm model, while operation, family, and SAS score were included in the fit.select.v2.lrm model.

**Validation of Their Efficiency**

The models were assessed and screened respectively based on the AUC, C-index, calibration curve, clinical decision, and benefit curves, etc. The C-index and the AUC of the three models were further calculated to assess the efficiency of the models (Table 3). The ROC curve and the calibration curve (Figure 3) were drawn, and it was found that the fit.all.lrm model and the fit.select.v1.lrm model had better prediction efficiency, with more significance in the fit.select.v1.lrm model, whose curve was closer to the ideal prediction curve. It could be concluded from the Figure 3 that when the prediction probability cut-off = 0.4 and 0.6, the curve deviated from the ideal prediction curve to an underestimated risk (about 10%), providing the basis for the selection of a cut-off value in subsequent studies.

The clinical decision curve analysis (DCA) is a simple mathematical model for assessing the feasibility and efficiency of a prediction tool. In accordance with relevant literature,19 in the circumstance that the possibility of patients with breast cancer suffering from negative emotions was predicated at 35% (30–40%), the clinical decision advantages were shown in the three models. The clinical impact curve (CIC) helped to judge the degree of clinical benefit. The red curve (number high risk) referred to the number of persons classified as positive (high risk) in the model at each threshold probability; the blue curve (number high risk with outcome) referred to the number of persons classified as true positive at each threshold probability (Figure 4). In the three models, when the prediction probability = 0.4, the two curves became closer, and when the prediction probability = 0.6, they were basically overlapped.

---

**Table 2 Multivariate Analysis**

| Estimate | Std.Error | z value | Pr(>|z|) | OR   | 95% CI       |
|----------|-----------|---------|---------|------|-------------|
| (Intercept) | -0.71166  | 1.06988 | -0.665  | 0.50594 | 0.0597–3.9943 |
| Age       | -0.0176   | 0.01393 | -1.264  | 0.20635 | 0.9564–1.0102 |
| Income high | 0.93233  | 0.47521 | 1.962   | 0.04977 | 2.5404–1.0497–6.8694 |
| Operation LUM | -0.67261 | 0.21452 | -3.135  | 0.00172 | 0.5104–0.3327–0.7728 |
| Marital_status yes | -0.34473 | 0.2379  | -1.449  | 0.14732 | 0.7084–0.4472–1.1385 |
| Family good | -0.98935 | 0.39613 | -2.498  | 0.01251 | 0.3718–0.169–0.8062 |
| Education high | -0.81518 | 0.45757 | -1.782  | 0.07482 | 0.4426–0.1687–1.0308 |
| Religion yes | -0.95441 | 0.4697  | -2.032  | 0.04216 | 0.385–0.1505–0.9561 |
| SAS       | 0.04653   | 0.01127 | 4.128   | <0.0001 | 1.0476–1.025–1.0713 |

---

*Figure 2 LASSO regression results (A and B).*
Visualization of the Models
The nomogram is used to summarize and visualize multiple prediction indicators based on the multiple factor regression analysis. With the nomogram, each indicator can be assigned and the line segment with scales can be drawn, which is convenient for clinical application. Based on the comparison of the models, the fit.select.v1.lrm model was adopted for the nomogram (Figure 5), as an inclusion criterion in subsequent studies.

Non-Inferiority Study Design
It was indicated in previous studies that if all patients received the multidisciplinary continuous intervention, the SAS score at the end of the treatment (the SAS_A score) would be lowered to the greatest extent, and the patients’ prognosis would be improved. However, it requires a large amount of manpower and material resources to provide multidisciplinary continuous intervention for all patients, so it is difficult for clinical application. Our study showed that after the patients were screened with the models and received the multidisciplinary continuous nursing intervention, their SAS_A score were lowered, so the non-inferiority study was designed to explore whether the precise implementation of the intervention model could be promoted. The positive control group (group 1) was established, and all patients in the group received the multidisciplinary continuous nursing intervention; in the observation group (group 2), all patients were assessed with the models after enrollment, and if in the high-risk predication probability > 0.4, they received the multidisciplinary continuous nursing intervention. There were patients receiving the conventional nursing intervention in group 2, so no negative control group was designed in this study.

Determination of Sample Size and Cut-off Value
The one-tailed test level $\alpha = 0.05$, and the permitted type II error probability assumed would not exceed $\beta = 0.2$. In accordance with the formula $N = 2 \times [\{(\alpha + \beta)s/\delta\}^2$, the sample size was calculated. Based on the mean value change method $\delta = \lambda(p - c)$ (p was the mean value of the positive control group, and c was the mean value of the negative control group), the literature showed that the $\lambda$ value would be 5%–20%, which depended on the clinical decision and the study design. It could be learned from the previous data and the preliminary study that $s = 2.6$ and $p - c$ referred to the mean value difference of the SAS_A score after the multidisciplinary continuous nursing intervention and the conventional nursing intervention. The result of our preliminary study was roughly equivalent to five, and it was stabilized with the increase of the $p - c$ value, so it was finally determined that when $\alpha = 0.05$, $\beta = 0.2$, and $\lambda = 0.2$, and if the loss rate in the follow-up visits was not larger than 5%, the number of persons enrolled in each group was 90.

Study Process and Baseline Table
The nursing models were divided into the multidisciplinary continuous nursing model group and the conventional nursing model group. According to the previous successful literature and experience combined with the conditions of our hospital, we set up the multi-disciplinary continuous nursing mode. The routine nursing mode group provided routine nursing, including routine health education, relevant preoperative and postoperative education manuals, postoperative routine rehabilitation, exercise, diet nursing and medication guidance, etc. The multi-disciplinary continuous nursing mode group added multi-disciplinary combined guidance on the basis of conventional nursing, including the following contents: breast specialists judged the postoperative recovery of patients, and decided follow-up treatment plan according to the patient pathology combined with the patient’s own situation; After evaluating patients’ body function status, rehabilitation physicians add rehabilitation exercise for postoperative motor function of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>C-Index</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>Dxy</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>ZP</th>
<th>AUC</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fit.all.lrm</td>
<td>0.683</td>
<td>(0.631, 0.734)</td>
<td>0.365</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>6.93</td>
<td>0.683</td>
<td>(0.631, 0.735)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fit.select.v1.lrm</td>
<td>0.676</td>
<td>(0.622, 0.729)</td>
<td>0.351</td>
<td>0.055</td>
<td>6.39</td>
<td>0.676</td>
<td>(0.622, 0.730)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fit.select.v2.lrm</td>
<td>0.676</td>
<td>(0.623, 0.729)</td>
<td>0.353</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>6.49</td>
<td>0.676</td>
<td>(0.623, 0.731)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
breast cancer on the basis of routine rehabilitation exercise, evaluate patients' rehabilitation efficacy and safety in the implementation process, and guide patients' postoperative limb function exercise; Psychological practitioner is responsible for all of the patients with psychological status and to evaluate the sleep state, at the same time for

Figure 3 The ROC curve (A) and the calibration curve (B) of three models.
multidisciplinary joint group of patients nursing mode in the initial evaluation reflects the psychological problems and sleep disorders were analyzed, and formulate and implement corresponding psychological intervention, so as to further improve the patients' cognitive level and self-adaptation ability, according to the evaluation results to psychological counseling. For anxiety, fear and other negative emotions, guide patients to have an objective and correct understanding of breast cancer, eliminate inner fear; Under the relaxed and soothing background music, the use of inducing language to help patients relax and relieve their negative psychological state; Nutritional physicians evaluate the nutritional status of patients, provide nutritional adjustment programs, and specialized nursing staff carry out patient education, to further accelerate postoperative rehabilitation of patients and improve immune capacity and carry out telephone follow-up after discharge. The operational staff and the patients were double-blinded and grouped with the random number table method. The patients randomized into group 1 received the multidisciplinary continuous nursing intervention after the baseline assessment, the patients randomized into group 2 were predicted with the predication model after the baseline assessment, and patients with probability > 0.4 received the multidisciplinary continuous nursing intervention; all other patients received conventional nursing. See Table 4 for the detailed baseline conditions.

Non-Inferiority Conclusion
Between the group with the multidisciplinary continuous nursing intervention model and the group with the conventional nursing, the SAS_A score of the intervention group was significantly lower, the mean value difference of the two groups was 6.58 ± 0.298, 95% CI was 5.992 to 7.168, and p < 0.0001. In the comparison between group 1 and group 2, the statistical difference was found, p = 0.0042, the mean value difference of the two groups was 1.284 ± 0.4821, and 95%
CI was 0.2293 to 2.339. In the comparison between group 2 and the conventional nursing group, there was a statistical
difference, p < 0.0001, the mean value difference was 4.675 ± 0.6754, and 95% CI was 3.339 to 6.011. In group 1 and
and group 2, the SAS score and SAS_A score before and after the intervention indicated that the patients in the two groups
were benefited as a whole (p < 0.0001). In further analysis, compared with the persons classified as low risk in the
prediction model, the persons classified as high risk in the prediction model and receiving the multidisciplinary
continuous nursing intervention showed better results, and their difference had statistical significance (p < 0.0001)
(Figure 6). Based on the design, the minimum 95% CI value of the mean value difference between group 1 and group 2
should be larger than the cut-off value. If λ = 20%, the cut-off value was 1.316, and 95% CI was (1.198, 1.4336); the
possibility of non-inferiority was refused, so this study did not demonstrate the non-inferiority of the model that patients
are screened based on the prediction model and then receive the multidisciplinary continuous nursing intervention and
the model that all patients receive the multidisciplinary continuous nursing intervention.

### Discussion

Breast cancer, a high-incidence disease in China, has exceeded lung cancer, ranking first among malignancies in females,
and severely affecting female patients’ health. Negative emotions, including anxiety and depression, may lower the
patients’ immunity and further impact their prognosis. The multidisciplinary continuous nursing intervention model
includes the continuous nursing intervention conducted in and out of the hospital through psychological intervention,
 nutritional support, rehabilitation training, etc. to effectively improve the patients’ negative emotions. The multidisci-
plinary continuous nursing intervention model for all patients with breast cancer can effectively improve their negative
emotions, but the multidisciplinary continuous nursing intervention model requires the combination of multiple dis-
ciplines with large-scale manpower and material resources. This study aims to explore a new nursing model for the
precise implementation of multidisciplinary continuous nursing, and thus achieve the expected results.

The prediction model combining multiple indicators has been widely applied in clinical practice, and the nomogram
has been deemed as a tool that can be more easily and accurately applied in clinical assessment, and is conducive to
consideration from many aspects, thus making better clinical decisions. The patients with newly diagnosed breast
cancer receiving treatment in our hospital were collected and analyzed, confirming the correlation between the negative
emotions and the prognosis. In the multivariate analysis, the initial SAS score, income, operation, family, religion, and
SAS_A score were significantly correlated. The initial SAS score showed the baseline state of negative emotions; income,
family, and religion reflected the basic change of negative emotions; operation reflected the impact of surgical

### Table 4 Baseline at Enrollment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Group 1</th>
<th>Group 2</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>63[54, 66]</td>
<td>63[61, 66]</td>
<td>64[62, 67]</td>
<td>0.336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income</td>
<td>0.869</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>0.172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRM</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>0.315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUM</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>46</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>72</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>84</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAS</td>
<td>54.5±2.63</td>
<td>55.06±2.58</td>
<td>54.12±2.69</td>
<td>0.227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prob&gt;0.4</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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stress on negative emotions. The comparison and verification of different models were visualized with a nomogram, providing the basis for subsequent studies. In the design of the non-inferiority study, $\lambda = 20\%$, $\alpha = 0.05$ (single-tailed), and $\beta = 0.2$ (with the confidence of 80%). Compared with the conventional nursing group (hereinafter referred to as the conventional group), the group with the multidisciplinary continuous nursing intervention model (hereinafter referred to as the intervention group) had a significantly lower SAS_A score, the mean value difference of the two groups was $6.58 \pm 0.298$, and 95% CI was 5.992 to 7.168 (it was set as $P$). In the comparison of the randomized group 1 and group 2, the mean value difference of the two groups was $1.284 \pm 0.4821$, and 95% CI was 0.2293 to 2.339 (it was set as $T$). The mean value difference of Group 2 and the conventional group was $4.675 \pm 0.6754$, and 95% CI was 3.339 to 6.011 (it was set as $C$). $P$ was used as the positive intervention control, $T$ was used as the control between groups, and $C$ was used as the negative control. When $T - C > -(1 - \lambda)(C - P)$, the non-inferiority was established. If $\lambda = 20\%$, the critical value was 1.316, and 95% CI was (1.198, 1.4336). Based on $1.284 \pm 0.4821$, and 95% CI (0.2293, 2.339), the possibility of non-inferiority was refused. This study did not demonstrate the non-inferiority of the model in which the patients were screened based on the prediction model and then received the precision multidisciplinary continuous nursing intervention and the model in which all patients received the multidisciplinary continuous nursing intervention. The reason might be that when the prediction value probability $> 0.4$ was selected, the persons classified as high risk in group 2 accounted for about 50%, which means that about half of the patients in group 2 did not receive the intervention. Although it was found

Figure 6 SAS_A score of the intervention group and the control group (A), SAS_A score of group 1 and group 2 (B), SAS_A score of the patients classified as high risk in the prediction model and the patients classified as low risk and receiving the intervention (C), SAS_A score of group 2 and the control group (D), SAS score of group 2 before and after the intervention, and the variation trend of SAS_A score (E), and SAS score of group 2 before and after the intervention, and the variation trend of SAS_A score (F). ****P<0.0001.
in the subsequent analysis that compared with the persons classified as low risk in the prediction model, those classified as high risk in the prediction model and receiving the multidisciplinary continuous nursing intervention showed better results, and their difference was statistically significant (p < 0.0001); such advantage could not balance the impact caused by the reduction of persons receiving the intervention. Instead, the following aspects should be taken into consideration. First, the intervention of all patients can effectively lower the SAS_A score, but if the patients are divided into high-risk patients and low-risk patients, and given specific intervention, the high-risk patients will obtain more benefits from the intervention, and the intervention benefits are more easily transferred to clinical prognosis benefits; whether the intervention given to the low-risk patients will be effectively transferred to clinical prognosis benefits requires further studies. Second, their mean value difference was 1.316 vs 1.284, which is very close. If the input of manpower and material resources is taken into consideration, this method did not receive the evidence of a statistical difference, but it can be used as an option for the implementation of early intervention.

Conclusion
Based on the retrospective study data, this study rediscussed the correlation between negative emotions and disease progression and further verified that negative emotions had an impact on the patients’ prognosis. Models were established based on regression and visualized with a nomogram for the purpose of providing guidance for clinical decisions and precisely implementing the multidisciplinary continuous nursing model. The reason the non-inferiority statistical difference was not obtained from its subsequent clinical verification might be related to the selection of the prediction cut-off value, but its potential advantages are exciting, and further studies are expected based on large-scale clinical observation. Based on the characteristics of retrospective studies and limitations of researchers, more further studies are expected.
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